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Reflections on the Viking Program: 
Lessons Learned? 



1958	


Life detection devices exist.	

	
Spacecraft and launchers to deliver them to 

extraterrestrial environments do not.	


NASA opens for business…. ���

SSB convenes a Panel on Extraterrestrial Life (Panel 1). 	

	
Chair: Joshua Lederberg.	


SSB and Joint Armed Forces-NRC Committee on Bio-	

  Astronautics co-convene another Panel on Extraterrestrial 	

  Life (Panel 2).	


	
Chair: Melvin Calvin. Members: Sagan, Vishniac…	

	
 	
Panels regroup: WESTEX/EASTEX.	




1960-1961 	


Panel 2 dissolves, WESTEX and EASTEX merge, Panel 1 
becomes Committee 14 on Exobiology (chair: Lederberg).	


U.S.S.R. launches first Mars mission (flyby). It fails. 	


JPL plans first U.S. mission to Mars: Mariner-B, flyby/sterilized 
landing capsule with biology and atmospheric composition 
experiments.	


JPL’s conceives Voyager program: successor to Mariner, series 
of orbiters and landers to Venus and Mars.	


Gerald Soffen arrives at JPL in 1961.	




1962-1963	


Two more Soviet missions to Mars launch in 1962. Both fail.	


Soviet Mars 1 mission launches 1962, travels 107 million km 
from Earth, then fails in 1963.	


NASA Ames establishes exobiology division, 1962. HQ assigns 
Ames to evaluate exobiology proposals for martian life 
detection.	


	
Average cost of proposals: $200,000. Gil Levin’s 
	
Gulliver earns high grade for sampling mechanism….	


JPL pursues Voyager program. Troubles ensue….	




 “JPL wanted to conduct the total [Voyager] project within the 
walls of the laboratory. The West Coast planners favored 
small ‘manageable’ undertakings, while NASA Headquarters 
called for centralized management under one responsible 
individual, with centers assuming a supervisory role over 
industrial contractors. As Voyager became a pet project with 
headquarters managers, the differences between JPL and 
Washington became obvious. In Pasadena, JPL personnel 
muttered about pencil-pushers who had no understanding of 
the problems of engineering the nuts and bolts of a Mars-
bound spacecraft, and not uncommon in the nation's capital 
were exasperated remarks about the single-mindedness and 
independence found at JPL.” (Ezell)	




1964	


NASA launches Mariners 3-4 (identical flybys) to Mars, 1964. 
Mariner 3 fails, 4 succeeds and takes 21 TV pics of planet 	

(1% of surface) revealing heavy cratering. 	


SSB 1964 NASA Summer Study (Stanford) dedicated to 
exobiology. SSB convenes 37 experts, including 9 who join 
Viking team. Cochairs: Melvin Calvin, Joshua Lederberg.	


Questions addressed included “What is life?” and “What 
about weird life?”	


1964 Summer Study report: “Biology and the Exploration 
of Mars.” (Also see 2007 SSB report: “An Astrobiology 
Strategy for the Exploration of Mars.”)	




1964 (cont.)	


The media seek clarity about NASA’s mission to Mars.	

	
NY Herald Tribune, July 14, 1964: “NASA says the photo 

mission is not designed to answer ‘the question of life on Mars’ 
but only to ‘shed light on the possibility of ET life’.”	


“Criticism of NASA’s exobiology program [comes] from two 
quarters, members of the Mariner 4 science team and 
scientists…critical of the space program in general...”	


	
Mariner 4 science team, Science, August 6, 1965: “It is 
	
difficult to believe that free water in quantities sufficient 
	
to form streams of to fill oceans could have existed 
	
anywhere on Mars… The search for a fossil record does 
	
appear less promising if martian oceans never existed.”	




1965	


Other critics of exobiology, concerned about the “social 
consequences of space research in a world that was underfed 
and potentially revolutionary,” include:	


Barry Commoner, microbiologist, humanist, “eco-socialist,” 
Washington University	


Philip Abelson, physicist, editor of Science: “In looking for life 
on Mars we could establish for ourselves the reputation of 
being the greatest simpletons of all time.” ( Feb. 2, 1965)	


SSB 1964 summer study group adds a postscript to its report 
reaffirming the importance of exploring the question of 
extraterrestrial life in light of Mariner 4 findings.	




1966 

Regrouping…… 



1967	


Approps. conference committee cancels Voyager program.	

	
(Mariner problems begat Voyager problems, Apollo 

reared its expensive head, and so on….)	

“The cancellation of Voyager wiped clean NASA’s slate of 
proposed planetary missions.”	


Harris poll finds majority of respondents do not support large 
expenditures on space exploration.	


NASA Manned Spaceflight Center [JSC] releases RFP for 
studies of human reconnaissance/landing/retrieval missions 	

to Mars and Venus.	


Congress is not amused.	




1968	


JPL and Langley compete to manage new Mars mission 
(Viking-to-be). Langley wins.	


Viking is NASA’s first planetary project involving NASA 
centers and contractors: JPL, orbiter; Langley, lander; Lewis 
Research Center, launch vehicle (+ Martin Marietta et al.).	


NASA Administrator Jim Webb tells Congress of new plans 
for planetary exploration.	


In his budget address to Congress, President Lyndon B. 
Johnson says, “We will not abandon the field of planetary 
exploration.” LBJ recommends “development of a new 
spacecraft for launch in 1973 to orbit and land on Mars.”	




“NASA’s fiscal 1969 budget request 
[under $5 billon] was smaller than fiscal 
1968, and final appropriations were even 

less [by about $300 million].”	




Management and budget	

 are problems for Viking from Day One 

and for the duration.	




1969	


NASA launches Mariners 6-7 (identical flybys) to Mars.	

	
They produce 170 images of the planet.	


NASA’s budget is “subjected to considerable public scrutiny and 
debate.” Pressure mounts to cut the budget.	


Context:  Vietnam, Nixon, social unrest….	


March: NASA tells Congress Viking will cost $364.1 mm.	


August: NASA tells Congress Viking will cost $606 mm (plus $50 
mm for launch vehicles).	


September: Nixon Space Task Group reports.	


October: NASA tells Congress Viking will cost $750 mm.	




1970	


More regrouping….	




1971-1972	


1971: NASA launches Mariner 9 orbiter to Mars. ���
	
Imagery provides first details of river beds.	


1972:  Work, work, work….	




1973-1974	


Viking team assembles: team leader – Tom Mutch, JPL; biology 
team leader – Hal Klein,  ARC; senior scientist – Gerry Soffen, 
JPL; project manager – Jim Martin, LaRC/JPL.	


Primary mission objectives: obtain high-resolution images of 
martian surface, characterize structure and composition of 
atmosphere and surface, and search for evidence of life.	


Viking “biology box,” built by TRW, contains ca. 40,000 
components.	


Noel Hinners becomes NASA AA for space science (1974-79).	




1975-1976 

Viking 1 launched Aug. 20, 1975. 
 Entered Mars orbit June 19, 1976. 
 Landed on Chryse Planitia  July 20, 1976. 

Viking 2 launched Sept. 9, 1975. 
 Entered Mars orbit Aug. 7, 1976. 
 Landed on Utopia Planitia Sept. 3, 1976. 

Orbiters imaged surface of Mars at 150-300 meter 
resolution, selected areas at 8 meters. 



1977-1982 

Viking 2 orbiter powers down July 25, 1978, after 
 706 orbits. 

Viking 2 lander ceases communication April 11, 1980. 

Viking 1 orbiter powers down August 17, 1980, after 
 1400 orbits. 

Viking 1 lander ceases communication Nov. 13, 1982. 
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“Further information on the spacecraft, experiments, 
and data returned from the Viking missions  
Can be found in the September 30, 1977 issue of the 
Journal of Geophysical Research,  
‘Scientific Results of the Viking Project’,  
vol. 82, no. 28.”  

(NSSDC) 


